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CHADO NNGO FUNDED BY SSHF:  MARCH- SEPTEMBER 2018
INTEGRATED EMERGENCY GBV PREVENTION AND RESPONSE 

ASSISTANCE TO CONFLICT AFFECTED COMMUNITIES IN KOCH COUNTY, 
UNITY STATE   

Target Beneficiaries: 45 Women and adolescent girls

Goal: -GBV prevention and risk mitigation.
-Empowerment and capacity building.



ACTUAL IMPACT ACHIEVED TOWARDS PLANNED 
ACTIVITIES:

50 Women and girls were provided 
with skills on the molding of energy 
saving  cooking stoves using local 
available materials, so that they don’t 
have to travel long distances in search 
of  firewood.  
Skills were acquired on  coping 
mechanisms

Skills were acquired on environmental  
conscience by  learning the techniques 
of using local available materials to 
provide for themselves energy saving 
stoves, thus reducing vulnerabilities 
associated with frequent firewood 
fetching. 

“Master Trainer”



•Well fermented clay soil with cow dung- this 
should have been dug and fermented for at 
least 3 days. The purpose of fermenting the 
clay soil is to avoid the stove cracking in the 
process of drying and using it.

•Dried grass - this is spread on the ground to 
cover the base of the stove so it does not stick 
to the ground or you can use an aluminum 
plate

The grass/aluminum plate also helps the FES 
from coming into contact with dust.

•Cow dung - this helps to fill the cracks in the 
stove.

•Water - required for mixing the clay (+ a jerry 
can for fetching water)

MATERIALS
USED



INTENDED OUT COME

•GBV vulnerability risk is reduced

•The community safety   perception is enhanced.



Progress achieved:
ToTs - Direct Beneficiaries

5 days ToTs  to 50 women, 
including adolescent girls on how 
to mold the fuel saving local 
stoves 
- IDPs, Returnees and Host 
communities

ToTs- Indirect Beneficiaries  
Local community: approx. 2220 
persons that our Trained Trainees 
trained were: women 750; girls 645;
men 410 and boys 415.  



POST TRAINING MONITORING ASSESSMENT

CHADO mobile team conducted a rapid house to house 
visit and reported that:
• The women prefer FES to the usual three stones while 

cooking. 
• Women who were trained on FES molding were 

teaching other women on how to mold the stoves on 
an informal level.

• The team also realized that more women and girls 
were showing interest in using the FES and were 
willing to learn molding it.



A QUOTE FROM A BENEFICIARY

Nyachan, was trained on 
molding FES 2 months  
ago and this is what she 
said 
“It reduced on the number of 
times I collect firewood from 
the forest. The stove  
consumes less firewood and 
food cooks faster. There is no 
danger to the house since the 
fire is well enclosed  inside the 
stove. ”



Just like Nyachan, this was the 
observation from other beneficiaries and 

with the same narrative



The budget for the fuel efficiency strategy component
for training and awareness was $2500!!!



It reduces GBV risks.(firewood collection pattern reduces 
significantly)
It reduces indoor smoke pollution.
It reduces risks of burns of children and physical Harm.
It promotes local skills.( Women Economic
Empowerment, skills obtained can be used to 
earn income)
Intergenerational dialogue between women 
and adolescent girls. 
It is easily adapted 

WHY USE FUEL EFFICIENCY STOVE ?:



LESSONS LEARNT

The component of FES in 
CHADO 2018 SSHF SA1  –had a 
high acceptance rate by Project 
Target Beneficiaries at which it 
has been scaled up in 2018 
SSHF SA2 in Koch Town - about 
1000 house holds have been 
targeted.
The beneficiaries were eager to 
share their experiences, which 
resulted in an impromptu 
learning exchange. This kind of 
learning and sharing of 
experiences is precisely what 
the SSHF is all about!




